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 You will be exposed to lessons of lifestyle, cultural differences that may bring you a new
perspective and introspective thinking.Finding love later on in life, this book written in two
voices is an intimate memoir.
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. Ultimately, their spiritual growth would bring them collectively and allow for essential inner
peace.. the three earlier books from this author which I enjoyed I had not been sure about the
brand new book I have read the three previous books out of this author that i enjoyedI was not
sure about the new book, because it was a biography..The book is lifestyle story of author's
spouse, told by him. The need for the relationship is definitely highlighted by the
impermanence of everything and shows how even at the end, somebody you know much
better than anyone else can shock you.The story is expressed in way that you as a reader, feel
your current at the events which happened in Don's lifestyle. Her uplifting reserve is about the
conversation between herself, a lovely, lively, multi-cultural, multi-lingual artist and her most
unique husband. His wife a grasp at telling the tale! Let’s Get a Brief Walk is a beautifully deep
dive into the the merging of existence and love between two people of vastly different
upbringings. I'll read this book again and again.I actually admire her courage and bravery,
realizing that her love, soulmate likely to leave her any moment, but still can be composed
and stay focused by his bed, take down notes and talk and laugh with him.I do recommend
this publication to all fans and kind people, those that value others and do great deeds
nowadays. Complex issues addressed in easily accessible prose. Let’s get a Brief Walk is a
complex publication that begins at the end of the relationship of two profoundly dissimilar
people who, regardless of their differences, grew to love each other deeply. The reader learns
about the experiences in their upbringing that molded their particular characters. Their really
wants to confront and heal the emotional scars society had remaining in them led them to go
after diverse paths in spiritual assistance and direction.. Most memorable for me personally
was how both Evie and Don confronted, with love and grace, the final outcome of Don’s trip. I
believe that this publication is best understood by those that appreciate the quest for spiritual
growth and that ideals in life are not within the material realm; above all, that existence in Spirit
is definitely eternal. How to communicate in the face of losing life itself. I purchased the
printing version of this publication directly from the writer. It is a straightforward to go through,
easy to comprehend book about the special partnership she and her husband enjoyed. You
noticed, you have experienced related eventsand how they effected shaping your personality,
behavior and character as did Don's. Jointly, they laugh, they consume, they rest, they cry..
Inspirational We was greatly moved and touched by reading "Let's get a short walk". One
raised in European countries in affluence and high society, the other raised by Irish immigrant
parents. Couple's should go through this book together and have their own conversations and
explore their own thoughts and emotions. I admire Don & Eveline's love and admiration they
have for every other through memories and sad instances.She express the sensation,
understanding and relationship between a couple in a higher level, much higher compared to
the book I read long time ago" Males are from Mars, Women are from Venus". Don was a true
PATRIARCH! This publication is beautifully written. Many thanks Eveline for sharing these
conversation. A master revealed by his author, his wife. The writer portrays the depth of the
mastery of the average person. The book takes you through their life and the soulful love they
shared and despite their differences I found in reading "Let's Get a Short Walk" a story of two
different people who came together as friends, from two entirely different cultures. He
approved it on to patients and friends. Simple, yet brain changing. For those of us who've been
around the plan for a while, it had been still very moving and teaching. For a man who lived
with Don for 2 years, I learned a lot more. Don was a master at obtaining us to
comprehend.Eveline takes you through the life span of a man who's dearest to her, but along
the journey she expresses this is of life, humankind human relationships, spirituality,Beliefs,



religion and love.I highly recommend this book. A guy who understood he didn't know so he
learned. This publication of many conversations between two people can be an expression of
love and devotion at many different amounts. A beautiful love story. I miss him terribly! The
book takes you through their life and the soulful like they shared and despite their differences,
they became one. A beautiful tale on the subject of love and life. A couple that found one
another later in lifestyle, and learned about love, conversation, acceptance and gratitude. Evie
and Don experienced a like that few people ever do. They learned to love despite their
differences, they learned to simply accept what they couldn't change, they discussed
everything plus they appreciated each other. They respected each other. It's a lovely story in
regards to a love that ended to soon. Let’s Go for a Brief Walk is a beautifully deep dive in to
the the merging of existence and . This inspirational reserve that'll be meaningful to those
people who have been happy to be alone but not lonely, and also for those who are not sure
how to communicate in the face of losing life itself.I read it anyway.She illustrates the real
meaning of love, in a very philosophical and spiritual way, kind of love just small portion of
people encounter, lucky ones.A factual and real story of his lifestyle from birth to death.
Perfect for couples looking to enrich their communication.
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